Monday, March 31, 2014

Announcements

The April PhD Career Connections will be held on Thursday, April 10, and will feature Jason Clevenger, PhD, a technical consultant with Exponent.

Find out if you have the skills to be a technical consultant by attending an informal case study session with PhD Career Connections speaker Jason Clevenger. (Must attend PhD Career Connections that morning to attend.) Space is very limited for this registration only event.

Are you interested in a part-time, local teaching experience? Come hear more at the Scientist in the Classroom info session on Tuesday, April 15.

The May PhD Career Connections on Science Publishing will feature Mirella Bucci, PhD, Senior Editor, Nature Chemical Biology, on Thursday, May 1.
Life Science Tennessee is hosting **“Clinical Trial Opportunities at Vanderbilt”** featuring Dr. Gordon Bernard on Tuesday, April 1.

The keynote speaker during the April 4th 3MT competition is well-known career author **Peter Fiske**. His talk is titled, **“Put Your PhD to Work.”**

Check out the **Spotlight** article below on news regarding predoctoral and postdoctoral fellowships.

**“Thinking Outside the Lab, finding a fulfilling non-research career”** is a webinar sponsored by AAAS and held on April 8.

The **Center for Technology Transfer and Commercialization at Vanderbilt University** has a paid 12-week **summer technology transfer internship** that runs from May 19-August 8.

Beam STEM labs into rural America by volunteering with the **Aspirnaut program**!

The NIH Clinical Center invites you to learn the process of clinical and translational research from concept to implementation during a **two-week intensive training course** in July. Deadline is April 1.

Hone public speaking skills by joining **Vanderbilt Toastmasters**.

If you are in Boston on May 20, visit the **Naturejobs Career Expo**.

**Accenture Women’s Networking Forum** will have a live webcast on April 11 to discuss, **“Knowing and Growing Your Career Capital.”**

**Upcoming Deadlines:**

- **ASM HQ Fellowship Program**: April 1
- **Bridge to BCG Program**: April 13
- **SMART Postdoctoral Scholarship**: April 14
- **McKinsey & Co Insight Healthcare opportunity**: April 16
- **2014 Genetics and Public Policy Fellowship and the new Genetics Education Fellowship**: April 25
- **CRDF Global Henrietta H. Fore Women in Science Fellowship**: April 25
- **ASM Robert D. Watkins Graduate Research Fellowship**: May 1
- **ASM Kadner Institute Program**: May 15
- **FDA Commissioner’s Fellowship Program**: May 26
- **Eppendorf & Science Prize for Neurobiology**: June 15
- **Proctor & Gamble FIRST conference**: June 30
- **Armenise-Harvard Foundation Career Development Award**: July 15

**BRET Events**

**PhD Career Connections: Technical Consulting**  
**Thursday, April 10**  
Featuring Dr. Jason Clevenger, PhD, Principal Scientist, Exponent

**Scientist in the Classroom Information Session**  
**Tuesday, April 15**

**2014 Postdoctoral Research and Shared Resources Symposium**  
**Tuesday, April 22**  
Keynote speaker: Pamela Hines, Senior Editor, *Science*

**PhD Career Connections: Science Publishing**  
**Thursday, May 1**  
Featuring Mirella Bucci, PhD, Senior Editor, *Nature Chemical Biology*

*Save the Date for May 30, 2014: BRET Career Symposium "Exploring Avenues to Careers in Academia"*

**Other Events**

- **Clinical Trial Opportunities at Vanderbilt** featuring Dr. Gordon Bernard, Tuesday, April 1
- **3MT (Three Minute Thesis) Competition**, Friday, April 4
- **VICTR Resources: What’s New, What’s Next, CRC Research Skills Workshop**, Friday, April 4
- **IRB Process for Conducting Human Subject Research at Vanderbilt University, CRC Research Skills Workshop**, Friday, April 11
- **CIRTL Coffee Hour for Postdocs: Networking**, Monday, April 14
- **Choosing Your Research Project, Mentor, and Team, CRC Research Skills Workshop**, Friday, April 18
Building an Inclusive Community to Increase Recruitment: Making Room for Multicultural Dynamics, CRC Research Skills Workshop, Friday, April 25

CIRTL Coffee Hour for Postdocs: The Voice of Experience, Monday, May 12

Change and Resilience, CRC Research Skills Workshop, Friday, May 16

Spotlight

**Predoctoral Fellowship News**

Effective with the April 8 submission deadline, nearly all the NIH institutes and centers will now fund individual predoctoral NRSA fellowships (F30 and F31 mechanisms)! This is exciting news for predoctoral fellows, as previous to this change, only about half of the NIH institutes funded F30 and F31 predoctoral NRSAs. [Read more...]

**Postdoctoral Fellowship News**

The NIH recently reissued the program announcement for the F32 postdoctoral NRSA fellowship. The new program announcement, [PA-14-149](#), is effective with the April 8, 2014, application deadline. [Read more...]

**Job Postings**

*If you would like to advertise an open job or postdoc position in the BRET Office of Career Development newsletter, please post the opportunity through our [webform](#) or contact [Kate Stuart](#). We welcome submissions from faculty, alumni, postdocs, students, and the community.*

Below is a digest of the available jobs that have been posted on the [Career Development blog](#) in the past few weeks. If you’re interested in being notified of job postings as we receive them, subscribe to the RSS feed on the blog.

- [Tenure-Track Position in Energy Metabolism, NIDDK, NIH](#)
- [Pediatric Assistant Research Professor, University of Pennsylvania](#)
- [Research Scientist, Tenure-Track Investigator, National Eye Institute](#)
- [Scientific Officer, Simons Collaboration on Global Brain](#)
- [Interdisciplinary Scientist, Office of Device Evaluation, Food and Drug Administration](#)
- [Interdisciplinary Scientist, Bioinformatician, Food and Drug Administration](#)
- [Research Analyst, Scientific Data Management, STPI (nonprofit)](#)
BRET Office of Career Development
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To post jobs in the newsletter, please fill out this e-form.
To submit an event to our newsletter, please fill out this event submission form.
For other newsletter announcements or content suggestions, email Kate Stuart.
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